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Federal Reserve Policy Implicates
Grad Student Decisions

Good Bye
and
Good Luck
BY KATHERINE MEREAND

Editor-in-Chief

Last week our peer and classmate
Drew Cohen was published in USA
Today with an editorial about cam
paign spending and Citizens United.
It is a good piece; I hope you read it.

Photo by William Warby, "FederalReserve" via Flickr, C reative Commons Attribution; http://www.flickr.com/photos/wwarby/2229919647(CCBY2.0)
BY ARTHUR SAAKIAN

Staff Writer

Quantitative Easing is the Kool-Aid
that America is drinking—at least
until 2014. Manufactured by the
Federal Reserve at the start of the
Great Recession in 2008, Quantita
tive Easing-or QE-is a monetary
policy used by the Fed to increase the
supply of money in the economy by
keeping bank interest rates on loans
at or close to zero. Since December
2008, Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke
has expressed high hopes that keep
ing interest rates at extraordinarily
low levels will stimulate the econo
my by providing people with cheaper
access to credit. But for all the econ
lingo, one wonders how the Fed's
interest rate policy affects the aver
age guy or gal. Specifically, how does
a program that keeps interest rates
near zero relate to students looking
to borrow money to pay for tuition,
housing, and credit card purchases?
For starters, a quick look at the Fed's
monetary brainchild is a must.
Every night, banks across the US lend

money to each other to maintain
enough cash on reserve for custom
ers. As the central bank of the United
States, the Federal Reserve sets the
interest rate which banks charge
when lending money to other banks.
Borrowing on credit between banks
worked smoothly until the hous
ing market hit bottom in 2008. The
Great Recession left cash-strapped
banks unable to pay up, not just on
loans made to one another, but on
risky mortgage-backed speculations
made during the housing boom of the
early 2000s. Here's where Quantita
tive Easing comes in: to save banks
such as Citigroup from defaulting
on their loan payments, the Federal
Reserve began to buy billions of dol
lars worth of their "toxic" assets,
particularly government bonds and
corporate securities. The Fed's pur
chases have given the banks a lifeline
by providing them with new cash
reserves from which they can both
lend money to people and pay off
bank debts. According to Professor
Arthur E. W ilmarth, the director of
GW L aw's Center for Law, Econom
ics and Finance (C-LEAF), the Fed

has in effect become a "lifeboat" for
sinking banks by buying up nearly
$1.5 trillion in mortgage-backed
securities from them. The Fed has
set the interest rate at which banks
lend to each other at .25%, Professor
Wilmarth explained, in order to pro
vide banks with further breathing
room. By keeping the interest rate at
such a low level, the Fed hopes that
banks will have more money in re
serve, making it cheaper to borrow
and in turn allowing businesses and
consumers to stimulate economic
growth with their purchases.

As the outgoing Editor-in-Chief of
this student-run GW Law publica
tion, I received a faculty member's
email suggesting that Nota Bene
should strive to follow Mr. Cohen's
excellent example by writing "real"
news pieces, "not just quoting an oc
casional dean or student comment."
This well-intentioned, unsolicited ad
vice is not new to me, nor do I think
it appropriately appreciates some of
the well-researched news and opin
ions stories we included this year. It
is also a sentiment that is in direct
contradiction to many other opinions
I have heard throughout my three
years writing for Nota Bene. Many
faculty, students, and staff have told
me that they would love to open
Nota Bene and read more about the
amazing things that happen at the
law school.
Despite the perhaps inevitable ten
sion between those two oft-repeated
and valid positions, they share a
commonality. There is a persistent
desire to see more and better report
ing from the law school newspaper.
While it is probably embedded in my
job description to talk about the great
coverage that we presented this year,
more and better are likely universal
goods and so it is hard to disagree.

So where does Quantitative Easing But outside calls for excelsior from
leave the average student? Low in interested readers do not offer av
terest rates affect everything in our enues towards achievement of such
lives, including the amount of money goals. Still, avenues for continued im
spent on obtaining loans to finance provement do exist, perennially, and
schooling, housing, and automobile so I w ould like to put a few ideas on
purchases. By keeping the banking record for future consideration.
system afloat, the Fed kept rates on
credit card loans and student loans Much earlier this year, I asked any
far lower than they would have been one who would listen, "What is a
otherwise. Had the Fed chosen not newspaper?" Dean Berman's par
to inject banks with extra cash by ticularly elegant response coalesced
buying their mortgage-backed se around the idea that a newspaper is
curities, the result would have been about community. If you take that to
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NEWS
SPRING 2012 EXAMINATION SCHEDULE - GW Law School
9:30 A.M.

2:00 P.M.

Mon.

4/23

6250-20 Corporations - Kieff
6266-20 Labor Law - Babson/Liebman
6421-20 Lawyers, Lobbying ft the Law - Farah/Walls

6206-21 Torts - T urley
6280-10 Secured Transactions - Z ubrow
6280-20 Secured Transactions - Zubrow
6478-20 Licensing IP Rig hts - Kacedon
6482-20 Patent Enforcement - E tienne/Maurer/Underhill

6252-10 Securities Regulation - Gabaldon
6268-10 Employment Law - Selmi
6342-12 Trusts and Estates - Palmer R
6360-13 Criminal Procedure - F ontana
6522-10 Int'l B usiness Transactions - Spanogle

6214-11 Constitutional
6214-12 Constitutional
6214-13 Constitutional
6214-14 Constitutional
6214-15 Constitutional

Wed.

6232-10 Federal Courts - Tyler
6250-12 Corporations - Cunningham
6302-10 Corporate Tax - Sm ith C
6400-12 Admin Law - Siegel
6474-10 Trademark 6t Un fair Competition - B rauneis
6532-10 Comparative Law - Bignami
6617-10 Law and Medicine - Suter

6290-10
6300-11
6386-10
6471-10

Law I - B arron
Law I - Morr ison A
Law I - M aggs
Law I - Sm ith P
Law I - F ontana

Banking Law - W ilmarth
Federal Income Tax - B rown K
National Security Law - Dickinsan
Patent Law - K ieff

t

Thurs.
4/26

6218-11 Prof. Responsibility and Ethics - Tuttle
6218-12 Prof. Responsibility 6t E thics - Tuttle
6298-10 Insurance Law - Mayerson
6300-12 Federal Income Tax - Buchanan
6520-10 Intl Law - Buergenthal
6524-10 Intl Commercial Law - Spanogle

6213-11 Civil
6213-12 Civil
6213-13 Civil
6213-14 Civil

Fri.

6254-10 Corporate Finance - Sharfman
6294-10 Unincorporated Business Organization sand
Agency Law - Wyrsch
6477-10 Federal Circuit - R ader / Whealan
6542-10 International Banking and Investment Law Robinson P

6384-10 Separation of Powers - P eterson
6385-10 U.S. Foreign Relations Law - Matheson
6491-10 International Intellectual Property - G omez-Arostegu
6528-10 International Litigation - Cohen

4/27

Procedure
Procedure
Procedure
Procedure

6218-21 Prof. Responsibility 6t Et hics - Sibarium
6218-22 Prof. Responsibility and Ethics - S ibarium
6261-20 Regulation of Derivatives - A ronow / Waldman
6285-20 Business Bankruptcy 6 Reorg - Baxter
6360-20 Criminal Procedure - Saltzburg
6473-20 Intl Copyright - Schlesinger

6213-21 Civil Procedure II - Sc haffner
6408-20 Food 6t Drug Law - Adams
6538-20 Immigration Law - M orales

II - S mith P
II - S iegel
II - Raven-Hansen
II - Peterson

6244-10 Comparative Military Law - G illigan
6260-10 Regulation of Mutual Funds - Ragen
6304-10 Partnership and LLC Tax - Sanders M
6370-10 Forensic Science - S nyder
6480-10 Chem 6t B iotech Patent Law - A delman / 5traus
6554-10 Intl Criminal Law - Matheson
6616-10 Genetics and the Law - Suter

6230-12 Evidence - K irkpatrick
6380-12 Constitutional Law II - Colby
6416-10 Legislation - S chwartz J

6256-20 Takeovers 6t Tender Offers - M ahon
6437-20 Coastal, Navigation and Wetlands Resource - Wo o
6556-20 Int'l A rbitration - G reenbtatt / Ryan

Tues.
5/1

6348-10 Family Law - C ahn
6602-10 Law and Accounting - G abaldon

6203-11 Contractsll - Schooner
6203-12 Contracts II - Cunningham
6203-13 Contractsll - F airfaxL
6203-14 Contractsll - W ilmarth

6203-21 Contracts II - Magg s
6342-20 Trusts and Estates - Edmisten
6394-10 Sexuality and the Law - Schaffner
6402-20 Antitrust - L ongwell
6522-20 Int'l B usiness Transactions - K aramanian

Wed.

6230-11
6360-12
6400-11
6402-12

6369-10 Computer Crime - Kerr

5/2

6252-20 Securities Regulation - Sibay / Webb
6283-20 E-Commerce - Burr
6400-20 Admin Law - B anzhaf
6503-20 Perform of Gov't Contracts - Schooner /
Somers J
6550-20 Law of the Sea - Kenney

Thurs.

6362-10 Adjudicatory Criminal Procedure - Lee

6208-11 Property
6208-12 Property
6208-13 Property
6208-14 Property
6208-15 Property

6268-20 Employment Law - Datz
6286-20 Consumer Protection Law - F air
6472-20 Copyright Law - Oman / Damich

6382-10 The First Amendment - Barron

6250-11 Corporations - Mitchell D
6393-10 Law and Religion - Lupu
6530-10 Int'l Organizations - Szewczyk

Mon.

4/30

J

6342-11 Trusts and Estates - Cahn
6360-11 Criminal Procedure - Cheh
6402-11 Antitrust - Pierce

Tues.
4/24

4/25

6:30 P.M.

Evidence - F riedentha!
Criminal Procedure - Kerr
Admin Law - Glicksman
Antitrust - Kovacic

5/3

Fri.

5/4

- O verton
- Nunziato
- T uttle
- Brown E
- Ma nns

Every student is required to take the regular examination as scheduled above unless specifically excused by the Dean of Students. No e>« :use fo r absence will be granted
except by the Dean of Students, and then only for serious illness or other extreme emergency. If a student fails to take an examination, a grade of "F" will be recorded
unless he or she has been e>rused from the exam by the Dean of Students or has obtained the Dean of Student's permission to drop the course. Permission to drop a
course may not be granted UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES after the last day of class in any semester or summer session.
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Features: Alumni Speak

How to Start a Career in
Government Contracts

Interview with John Sorrenti,
McKenna Long & Aldridge LLP, Associate
GW Law is considered
common and the field it
BY TODD WATSON
one of the best schools in
self is a close-knit commu
Features Editor
the country for governnity."
ment contracts. Many students ei
ther come here to pursue that field of "If a student is interested in governpractice, or decide to after taking an ment contracts, there is no better
entry level class. But this is DC, and place to be than GW Law school,
good jobs are highly competitive. So It's got the best government contracts
we enlisted the help of John Sorrenti program in the country and the best
- GW Law class of 2010, former SBA teachers available. Dan Gordon, the
President, and local government con- most recent Administrator of the Oftracts lawyer - to offer some advice fice of Federal Procurement Policy
on attaining a career in his field.
was just named Dean of the Govern
ment Contracts Department at GW
Originally from Worcester, Massa- Law and he is an excellent person
chusetts, Sorrenti attended Stanford to lead that department. There is
for his undergraduate degree, where a general introductory government
he majored in political science. He contracts class to take and then there
didn't come to GW Law intending to are two more in depth classes, one
pursue a career in government con- called Government Contracts Fortracts, but decided to after working mations and another called Governon the Public Contracts Law Journal ment Contracts Performance. There
for a while. He interviewed for McK- are also many other specialized and
enna Long and Aldridge through the focused government contracts classes
OCI program, and was hired as a that address international contracts,
summer associate. He apparently did costs and pricing, comparative cona good job, because after the summer tract classes and more practical ones
he received an offer to join their gov- as well. A student can also get an
ernment contracts department in DC LL.M. in government contracts at
post-graduation. He started as an GW. Some professors involved in the
associate in September 2010. Cur- department are Schooner, Schwartz,
rently a 2nd year associate, he works Yukins, Gordon, [and] Knight."
on bid protests, claims, disputes, and
all manner of government contract "As for getting jobs and internships
related issues.
during school: clerkships at the
Court of Federal Claims are great,
Sorrenti was kind enough to share but competitive. The Court of Ap
his thoughts on the profession with peals for the Federal Circuit would
us, and to recommend steps one be good too (the appellate court for
could take to get from GW Law to the Court of Federal Claims) but also
a career in government contracts, more competitive. There are also a
"There seems to be demand for new number of firms in DC that have
lawyers in this field, although like government contract practices (some
all fields it has been affected by the larger than others) so there should
general downturn," said Sorrenti. be several opportunities for students
"However, the government is always who are interested in doing this line
in business and there are always con- of work at a firm."
tracts to be let, which lead to many is
sues that require lawyers. That said, "There are a number of networkin light of the government's recent ing opportunities as well and the
desire to continue to cut costs, par- community is great in trying to help
ticularly its desire to slash spending people get jobs. GW Law holds a
at the Department of Defense, there luncheon each year during the Govis a possibility that many government ernment Contracts Year in Review
contractors could feel the cuts. Since program in February at the Omni
government contractors are our cli- Shoreham hotel here in DC. Stuents, this could affect our field and dents, professionals and professors
the level of demand. However, the alike are all there. The government
government has spent upwards of contracts field is filled with GW
$500 billion on government contracts Law alumni. I believe that GW Law
for the past three years and it appears school has a chapter of the NCMA
that number will remain steady, or (National Contract Management Aspossibly decline only slightly. I think sociation), which students interested
it's a fairly steady field, even in light in this field should join. There are
of the cuts to government budgets, always programs held at GW Law
though that might have an effect in too, like seminars. Speaking with
the future. One thing about govern- Professor Schooner or Yukins would
ment contracts - there are positions be a great way to figure out how to
in both private law firms represent- get involved. The ABA has a Pubing private government contractors lie Contract Law Section that has a
as well as numerous positions within Young Lawyers Committee and it
the government and at government does not cost anything extra to join,
agencies, representing the govern- If a student is a member of the ABA,
ment and the public side of the in- they should get involved in the Public
dustry. Movements from the private Contract Law Section."
sector to the public sector are fairly

From GW Law to
Big Firm Intellectual
Property Practice
Interview with Peter Perkowski,
Winston & Strawn LLP, Partner
BY AVI KELIN

How does a math major
opportunity to be a part
Staff Writer
from Rochester, New York
of a team that would conend up practicing intellectual prop- tinue to grow and expand Winston's
erty litigation in the Los Angeles west coast presence," said Perkowski.
offices of an international law firm? "So I applied and was offered a job.
To hear the story of Peter Perkowski Two-and-a-half years later, in 2007,1
(GW Law Class of 1998) is to realize made partner."
that there is no telling what the future
holds.
After spending a few years working
on complex business litigation—
Perkowski is now a partner at Win- mostly "for one particular client that
ston & Strawn LLP. He spends most had managed to get itself in a heap
of his time working on patent in- of trouble"—Perkowski decided to
fringement and licensing disputes transition back to intellectual propinvolving pharmaceutical and bio- erty, in part because patent litigation
technology patents. In particular, he is a key practice area for the firm. "A
is currently working on patents for couple of things went into my decigenes that are placed in crop plants sion: (1) I loved intellectual property
to make them resistant to herbi- work, and wanted to return to it afcides, as well as for transgenic crops ter spending the first few years of my
themselves. But as late as his time in career doing it, and (2) being part of
college, Perkowski expected to be a the firm's most important practice
math teacher. A semester student- area seemed a sure way of becoming
teaching eighth-grade math quickly 'indispensible' to the firm."
disabused him of this plan. "Let's
just say I wasn't suited to teaching "If you are truly interested in IP litieighth graders'." said Perkowski. A.f-

ter graduation, Perkowski worked for
a New York State Assembly-member
and it was this interest in and exposure to politics that led him to law
school. GW, located in the heart of
the American political scene, was a
natural fit.
Perkowski did not focus on a particular practice area while in school, but,
instead, simply tried to get as much
out of the law-school experience
as possible. He took classes that he
found interesting—Natural Resource
Law and Legislation—and classes
related to litigation—Trial Advo
cacy, Pre-Trial Advocacy, and Appellate Advocacy. He found a job as
a summer associate at a firm in LA
that had a strong entertainment law
practice. If nothing else, Perkowski's
career path debunks the notion that
you need to take particular classes to
practice in that field. "It's a little ironic that I now focus my practice on
patent law and I never took a patent
law class, even though GWU is wellknown for having one of the best IP
law programs around," Perkowski
said.

gation generally, OT p atent litigation

specifically, take the classes! If you

have a technical background or scientific degree, I would even take the
Patent Bar exam (check the PTO
website for the requirements). Get
involved in the Student Intellectual
Property Law Association. Read and
keep up on developments in the law.
Definitely read (or subscribe to) blogs
like Patently-O, Patent Docs, Anticipate This!, or really any of the Top 20
patent blogs (http://www.ipwatchdog.com). For non-patent stuff, the
Owners, Borrowers & Thieves 2.0
blog is pretty good, as is TechDirt."

"What I love about IP litigation is
that it always seems 'new' or 'cutting
edge.' There are new technologies
being developed and new legal issues
that arise concerning how to apply
old law (such as copyright law and
the Internet). With patent law, it's always fun learning about a new technology or a new drug. With pharma-patent litigation, I get immense
satisfaction from helping my clients
get their low-cost alternative medications to the market as quickly as possible, to the benefit of patients and
society. I think there is a need for patFor the first two years out of school, ent litigators, particularly those with
Perkowski continued with the firm
technical backgrounds or scientific
where he had worked as a 2L. That degrees. Lawyers with these credenfirm closed up shop after the dot- rials are in high demand—although
com bust of 2000, so Perkowski it's not necessary to have a technical
found a new job with Gibson, Dunn background to practice patent litiga& Crutcher LLP, spending four years tion (I'm a walking example, as are
there. With the encouragement of several of my colleagues, including
his friends, Perkowski applied for a several of the top patent trial lawyers
job at his current firm, Winston & in the firm), it does give the holders
Strawn LLP. "I liked the size of Win- of such credentials a significant leg
ston's LA office (around 65 lawyers up."
compared to Gibson's 200) and the
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Opinion
TRY C LINICAL C OURSES W ITHOUT C LIENTS
BY JOHN F. BANZHAF, I II

Professor of Law, GW Law

A major complaint from both BigLaw hiring partners and corpo
ration counsel is that law school
graduates often have such little prac
tical-skills training that the clients
are unwilling to pay for legal work
done by new associates, and firms
are therefore reluctant to hire them.
So, many law students interested in
getting a leg up in the current dis
tressed legal job market want to get
real skills training—beyond the make
believe of moot court, trail advocacy,
and writing research papers for pro
fessors, journals, or contests.
One traditional way to seek such
training was to take a legal clinic. But
because clinic courses often severely
limit the number of law students
each clinical professor can supervise,
the cost to the law school of provid
ing such clinic training can be very
expensive if not prohibitive; a major
factor which can thus prevent the ex
pansion of existing law school clinics
or the establishment of new ones.

too many students, a clinical profes
sor supervising only 10 students at a
time may be much more costly to the
law school than a professor teaching
a substantive class of 100 - even if
the latter's salary is 2-3 times higher.
So why not have clinics which engage
in real legal activities, but without the
limitations of representing individu
al clients? The University of Chicago
Law School, for example, has estab
lished what it calls its "corporate
lab" where law students work with
corporation on real corporate prob
lems and current issues. Overseen
by only a small number of supervi
sors, some 70 law students learn how
to provide client services. They also
get to make invaluable contacts with
many lawyers, but interact with them
as legal collaborators, not as clients
to be interviewed and represented.
For many years I taught a course in
public interest law where I often su
pervised more than a dozen students
a term in bringing real legal actions
which usually proved to be remark
ably successful. The students didn't
need - and probably didn't want - the
very close type of supervision and
guidance they might get in a clinic.

The supervisor-to-student ratios for
clinics are often kept low because
of the need - growing out of ethical
obligations, best-practice guidelines, Instead, knowing that they were
etc — to protect the rights of indi largely responsible for tbeir own suc
vidual clients. Because of concerns cess or failure, they worked harder about having clinicians overseeing as real lawyers are often forced to do

- familiarizing themselves with new Likewise, when law students re
legal areas. The resulting feelings searched a legal petition which re
of satisfaction and accomplishment sulted in making emergency warning
from their successes were all the messages on TV accessible to deaf
stronger because the students proved people, they talked with many hear
to themselves that they were able to ing impaired individuals, but did not
work largely on their own without legally represent them. Moreover, in
constant oversight. It also meant moving from that victory to estab
that, in addition to supervising more lishing the National Center for Law
than 10 students in a clinical course, and the Deaf, they had to interview
I was able to teach a 4-hour substan many more deaf individuals - a task
tive course in Torts during the same made even more difficult than usual
term; classes which could exceed 100 by the need to use interpreters.
students.
Other examples abound. Both Alan
In short, it's apparently possible to Dershowitz at Harvard, and our own
give many more law students real Jonathan Turley, have used students
world legal experience, with much to assist them in bringing real cases
lower costs because of higher super- in real courts (see "Reversal of For
visor-to-student ratios, simply by not tune," available on Netflix.) But nei
having the students represent indi ther is restricted to teaching only in
vidual clients. But not representing clinics in which a limited number of
clients don't mean that students must students receive this valuable real-life
pass up the important experience of training. Instead, each also teaches
learning how to interview individu substantive courses to large numbers
als regarding their legal problems.
of students as their colleagues do.
For example, when my students did
a project about spousal abuse, they
interviewed many battered women.
But the document they filed with the
DC Police Department - which re
sulted in important new protections
for battered women - was not filed in
their individual names, so the need

So, as we use the arrival of a new
dean as a catalyst for change at the
law school, perhaps we should con
sider having more programs in which
law students are able to obtain valu
able real-world legal experience, but
without the major constraints which
can be imposed when they represent

for very close oversight and supervi

individual clients whose rights must

sion to protect their individual legal
rights was absent.

be protected.

Want to know how you'll
score on your MBE?
Prepare with AdaptiBar.
Why take a chance on your Multistate Bar Exam when AdaptiBar's
online simulator and prep program can give you a highly
accurate prediction of your score and then provide the tools,
feedback and confidence to raise it to or beyond what you need.
Take the guesswork out of your MBE—it's better to know.

Enroll now for only

$^

•A

Q
Rper

•
session

Try AdaptiBar's Smart Online Flashcards

$95

lifetime
access

Includes 850 flashcards
Provides substantive review

ADAPTIBAR'
Online MBE Simulator & Prep. Know if You'll Pass.

Site | www.AdaptiBar.com
Phone | 877.466.1250
Email | info@adaptibar.com
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Opinion
The Value of Skills Boards: A Letter From Dr. Alka Chawla
Engendering Useful Skills or
Generating Arbitrary Accolades?
Skill boards seem to be
ing board member
Bv THOMAS RENKES
an ever present pres
ship,
and while no one
Staff Writer
sure on GW Law stu
would argue that mak
dents. In the first few weeks of the ing a board isn't an accomplishment,
Fall semester, lLs are already asked the real goal should be the expansion
to sign up for the Fall Alternative of comfort zones, the fostering of la
Dispute Resolution competition. tent talents, and the chance to be ex
Come Spring time, they're being told posed to court room procedures.
they "might as well" do the 1L Moot
Court competition, and are encour Knowing that you've worked to im
aged to participate in the 1L Mock prove an important advocacy skill
Trial. Students are often enticed isn't always the greatest salve for
into competing by the prospect of some students, however. Said one
board membership; the opportunity 2L, "Yeah, it's frustrating. It seems
to build skills, by contrast, is often like the competitions exist just to re
a lesser consideration. While it can mind you that you aren't quite good
easily be argued that these goals are enough." Furthermore, the qualifi
one and the same, the reality is that cations of some judges leave students
there is a fine distinction between asking questions about whether the
playing the game to get better and judges are able to accurately score
certain competitions. As one stu
playing the game to win.
dent noted, "It's entirely possible
At GW, there is sometimes a stark for someone to make the mock trial
contrast between the "haves" and board as a 1L, not take evidence
the "have-nots." A common percep 2L fall, and then judge you on your
tion among students is that board knowledge of evidence in Cohen &
members are satisfied with the way Cohen." But the implications of ex
the boards work, seeing the exclu pecting judges to have done well in
sive ranks as an "old boys club." In the classes most relevant to a particu
actuality, most board members un lar skill board may actually raise the
derstand the shortcomings of the bar for membership. Not only would
judging process.

"It's all so subjec

tive," said one 2L who is a member
of the Mock Trial board. "You're
relying on 30 different people, in 10
different rooms, scoring 40 different
people, to all be using the same scale
and looking for the same things."
But fixing this perceived shortcom
ing would create just as many prob
lems: "There's really only two ways
to change it: either open up more
spots on the board, diluting what it
means to make the board, or go to
some type of head-to-head system
and worry that you missed out on
all the best competitors because of
tough matchups."
And there-in lies another issue with
the skill boards: are they about pick
ing the people who are the best at
oral advocacy, or are they about
picking people who are the best at
oral advocacy competitions? One
professor said that meta-gaming the
competitions is a serious concern;
and when put in situations that are
less predictable, those type of stu
dents are less capable of adapting
on the fly: "There's a real concern
with making sure students aren't just
competing for their resumes. [Skill
board] competitors should be fo
cused on building skills. You don't
want to walk into an interview and
say 'yeah, I made this board and that
board,' you want to walk in there and
say 'hey, I competed in this competi
tion and learned this, and I competed
in that competition and learned that.'
Expanding your skill set in a mean
ingful way is what's important here."
Unfortunately, this message is often
lost on competitors. Many students
compete in skill board competitions
exclusively for purposes of acquir

Regarding GW Law's Attendance at
the 8th K.K. Luthra Memorial
Moot Court Competition

Editor's Note: Last February, Nota Bene
printed a story about GW Law student
participation in the K.K. Luthra Moot
Court Compeition in New Delhi, India.
At the time, we contacted competition
organizers for comment. Recently we re
ceived this letter from Dr. Alk a Chawla,
University of New Delhi, regarding GW
Law's participation. We have reproduce
the letter here, unedited and in full, to
share with the entire G W Law commu
nity this expression of the strong bonds
being forged through the India competi
tions. We thank Dr. Chawla for her com
ments.
From Dr. Chawla:
I would first like to express my heart
felt gratitude and immense pleasure
that George Washington University
(GWU) Law School, took part in
the 8th K.K. Luthra Memorial Moot
Court Competition, 2012.

the competition received in its initial
years propelled the drive for convert
ing it into an event of international
stature. The staggering number of
62 teams participating in the 2012
edition, incidentally making it the
biggest moot court competition in
India, stands testimony to the qual
ity and the level of competition. The
current edition witnessed the partici
pation of 5 foreign university teams,
including the GWU, the University
of North Umbria and the Pakistan
Law College. The Moot Court Com
petition is one of its kind especially
because of the problem being based
on Criminal Jurisprudence with the
added element in the current edition
being the flexibility and expanse of
the Moot Proposition in light of the
applicability of the Common Law in
its entirety.
The participation of GWU at the
competition is and has always been
deeply cherished by CLC. While
mooting in India is rising exponen
tially with over 130 Inter-College
moots being conducted every year
across the country, the inclusion of
International Law and International
participation is more recent. The
GWU teams, apart from bringing
international presence, add the ele
ment of international exposure and
experience to the competition. The
advocacy skills of the 2011 team of
GWU were appreciated by one and
all, with all teams who faced them as
opponents concurring that they were
the toughest opponents all through
the competition.

I will take this opportunity to once
again thank Dean David Johnson
and Ms. Shauna Johnston for mak
ing an extremely informative and
interactive presentation on advocacy
skills. The workshop was enthusiasti
students have to excel at the particu cally attended by all the participating
lar skill, they would also have to ex teams as well as faculty and students
cel in its academic application, hard of the Campus Law Centre (CLC).
ly a satisfactory solution. "I guess it The session was highly enriching
creates kind of a catch-22: you want with Ms. Johnston initially address
the judges to be qualified to actually ing the aspects of court presence,
score you on these things, but then procedures and mannerism, after
you don't want to get denied board which Dean Johnson dealt with the
membership because you didn't get finer nuances and tricks of the trade.
an 'A' in evidence either," lamented a The open and informal nature of
2L when faced with this proposition. both, Dean Johnson and Ms. John
ston, fostered audience interaction
Ultimately, the skill boards are obvi and helped the students in analysing I had the opportunity to interact with
ously a positive presence at the school: the intricacies of argument making.
some of the judges as well as partici
they foster healthy competition, give
pants from other colleges who com
students exposure to real world appli The CLC, Faculty of Law, Universi peted against George Washington
cations of their schooling, and allow ty of Delhi has always been a pioneer and they were all of the opinion that
students to build marketable skills in modern and innovative learning both Ms. Elizabeth Anne Saxe and
for employers. They are exclusive, methodologies, be it the introduc Ms. Puja Bhatia are extremely bril
subjective, and perhaps somewhat tion of the case-study based system liant speakers and very competitive,
theatrical, but individual perspec or promotion of practical learning which comes as no surprise as both
tive and differences in approach can through field visits or the opportu of them were ultimately adjudged
have a huge impact on participants' nity of studying by practice through the Best Speakers from amongst 150
feelings. A 2L who has focused on moot court competitions etc. Further, or more speakers. It was only a mat
participating in competitions to build it takes great pride in being a front ter of luck that they did not go on to
skills said "It's tough to keep miss runner in the percentage of students win the competition but they sure did
ing out on board membership," but joining the practice of law in their leave an indelible mark on the judges
focusing on the positives aspects of capacity as litigators. Over the years as well as the other participants.
competing makes it a worthwhile en CLC has produced some remarkable
deavor. Skill boards and their associ alumni all of whom continue to be It was an honor and delight to have
ated competitions are much like the associated with the campus in one George Washington amidst us and
rest of law school: taxing, time con capacity or the other, be it through to share some wonderful moments
suming, difficult, and ultimately dis guest lectures, seminars, workshops, with them. We eagerly wait your par
appointing for many, but focusing on academic competitions, etc.
ticipation once again next year and
the positive aspects of competing is
hope this relationship continues for
important. Skill boards give students The K.K. Luthra Memorial Moot the years to come.
something to strive for, and they Court Competition has been an an
provide students with the tools and nual event, successfully conducted With Regards,
practice to achieve their goals. Even by the joint efforts of CLC and the Alka
for those students who don't make a K.K. Luthra Memorial Trust, estab
particular board of their choice, the lished in the memory of the criminal Dr. Alka Chawla
competitions provide valuable expe law stalwart Mr. K.K. Luthra. The Associate Professor, IPR Expert
rience. By focusing on the positive first few editions of the Moot Court Campus Law Centre
aspects of competing, participation Competition catered to Indian col Faculty of Law
can benefit any student, regardless of leges alone, but the response that University of Delhi
board-distributed accolades.
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NEWS & Opinion
The Iraqi Refugee
Assistance Project:
A Profile
BY GIRI IYENGAR

3L SBA Senator

There's a new group in town, one IRAP-DC chapter, and have already
we think you should know about. begun conducting substantive policy
Under Aseel Barghuthi's leadership, work, including completing a policy
the Iraqi Refugee Assistance Pro paper on the situation Iraqi refugees
gram (IRAP) recently launched its currently face in Syria. That paper in
GW Law chapter with little fanfare formed several opinion pieces in the
but much success. They had a terrific New York Times, USA Today and
fundraiser last month at one of DC's other media outlets.
lesser-known hotspots, the Montserrat House on U Street, with DJs and The GW chapter is aspiring to be
hip-hop artists, both national and lo come the primary administrator of
cal. If you missed it, you missed out. IRAP's congressional campaign
and policy work and will also be ex
Don't miss the next one.
tending its charter to include a legal
IRAP is a national, student-led orga chapter in Fall 2012. The legal work
nization founded in 2007. It provides performed by law students will be un
legal representation and policy advo der the supervision of attorneys from
cacy to Iraqi refugees facing dire situ major law firms.
ations in the Middle East and those
seeking resettlement in safe coun Thanks to their successful fundraiser,
tries, including the US. Currently, and with support from the Student
IRAP has chapters at over a dozen Bar Assocaition, IRAP is sending
law schools in the US, as well as at two GW Law students to Lebanon
the University of Jordan in Amman. and Jordan this summer to work
with local attorneys on refugee cases.
BargViYvtVii, the director of the G"W And this is just the beginning. Bar
Law chapter got involved with IRAP ghuthi encourages participation from
in 2011, when she came across an students interested in protecting the
article about the organization in the rights of the vulnerable and promot
New York Times. She reached out to ing the interests of unrepresented
the president and founder of IRAP individuals facing dire situations.
National, Becca Heller. Heller en IRAP presents a great opportunity
couraged Barghuthi to form a chapter to perform pro bono and clinic-like
in DC. The GW Law chapter is the work while in school. Contact her
first IRAP chapter in the DC metro at abarghuthi@law.gwu.edu or iraparea and has two areas of focus. One dc@gmail.com.
takes aim at policy, advocacy and re
form; the second is more legal in na More information about IRAP can
ture. Law students at GW have been be found on the website: http://refudeveloping the newly established geerights.org.

Lazy 3Ls, Stay Home!
BY DAVID KEITHL Y

to face the real world,
Opinions Editor
Every year, lazy 3Ls
and some come beoccupy leadership po
they
want
to develop the skills
sitions in student associations and cause
do nothing. Once the title of "Presi- that the law school experience can
dent" or "Vice President" makes provide. I came to law school to ge
it onto their resumes, their work is a job. Along the way, Ivedeve ope
done and they spend the rest of their invaluable skills that have great y cnterms counting down the days until riched my life; but my primary purgraduation and sucking all of the en pose in coming to law school wasn t
thusiasm out of their organizations. to develop these skills, it was to get
I've been a member of several clubs a job. To accomplish that goal, I
and organizations led by these slack worked as hard as I could during
ers. In some cases, there is a clear 1L year to get as many gold stars on
contrast between my 1L and 2L ex my resume as I possible could before
periences in these various organiza FRP. As soon as I got a job offer, my
quest for new gold stars came to an
tions.
abrupt end. My perspective shifted
The student association system acts from law school as a competition to
as an enabler. At some point, in the law school as an experience.
life of every student association, a
competent, hard-working leader cre I'm now coming to the end of my 2L
ated a template. The template allows year. At this point, I know that I don't
the new "leader" to sit back while the want to spend my 3L year organizing
organizations effectively run on auto activities and attending meetings. I
pilot. This model is not fair. It's not want to watch TV and take naps dur
fair for the organizations that inevi ing the day. There's nothing wrong
tably wither like plants from lack £f with wanting to watch TV and take
attention; it's not fair for the students naps during the day. Once I gradu
who want vibrant organizations to ate, my TV/nap days will come to an
plan activities to enrich our student abrupt end. So I'm going to enjoy
experience; and it's not fair to those this time while I can. But because I
who are willing to put in the work know that I'd rather spend my time
required to make student association vegging and napping, I'm content to
forego the line on the resume and sit
run effectively.
on the sidelines next year.

There are, of course, 3Ls who work
tirelessly to ensure that their student
organizations run effectively. This
article is not directed at them. This
article is directed at those officers
who seek office for the gold star, and
then go into early retirement once
they get it.
I recognize that people come to law
school for different reasons. Some
come because they love the law,
some come because they're not ready

I plead with my fellow future-3Ls to
do the same. If you're willing to put
forth the effort that your organiza
tion deserves, by all means, go forth
and lead. If you know that you'd
rather take this last opportunity to
enjoy student life without overdosing
on responsibility, then please, please
don't run for office.
David Keithly is a 2L. He's looking for
ward to napping next year.

Annual EJF Auction Raises Over $40,000
BY MELISSA MILCHMAN

Staff Writer

Over 700 students, faculty and staff
members gathered on March 29 for
the Annual GW Equal Justice Foun
dation Auction. Both a Silent Auc
tion and Live Auction were held at
the law school where GW students,
faculty, staff and community mem
bers actively bid on approximately
150 donated items.
'
The efforts of. EJF members, as
well as the generous donations and
participation from students, faculty
members, and community business
es resulted in a fundraising total of
$40,118, surpassing last year's total
of $33,800.
"The purpose of the auction is to
raise money for EJF's stipend fund.

All money raised goes directly to stu
dents applying for one of our $3,000
public interest stipends, which will
be awarded in mid-April. The mon
ey is raised by students and goes di
rectly back to students," said Jessica
Krupke, President of GW's Equal
Justice Foundation.
A.J. Kornblith, Gabrielle Lincoff
and Carol Wu, the three coordina
tors and Vice Presidents in charge of
the auction, have been planning and
working with students, faculty mem
bers and community organizations
for nearly a year to organize internal
and external donations, mobilize vol
unteers and put on the auction.
According to Carol Wu, about fortynine professors donated "dates" that
were bid on by students. The highest
bid was for "A Night of Carousing"
with Professors Thomas Colby, Pe

ter Smith, and Orin Kerr, which was
auctioned-off for $2,700. Students
also bid for lunches, brunches and
baseball games with their favorite
professors, all while raising money
for their fellow classmates.
About 40 student-volunteers worked
from 8 AM until midnight setting-up
and cleaning-up the soft lounge and
LL101 in order to prepare and dec
orate the law school for the spooky
"AAAAHHHHuction" theme. Hor
ror movie posters, spider webs, grave
yard tombs and famous villain char
acters like Darth Vader were hung
around the school in order to entice
bidders and get students and faculty
members excited about the auction.
Additionally, faculty members volun
teered and dressed up as spooky char
acters to go along with the theme.
Dean Johnson, dressed as a were

wolf, was accompanied by Professor
Peter Smith, dressed as "President"
Sarah Palin to start the live auction
bidding. Dean Berman also par
ticipated, dressed as a Ghostbuster.
Other faculty auctioneers included
Professor Maggs, Professor Cheh,
Professor Turley and Dean Mor
rison. Additionally, SBA President
Nick Nikic and President-Elect Mike
Lueptow participated as auctioneers.
"My favorite part was how many stu
dents participated in both the silent
and live auctions." Krupke said. "We
had a great attendance this year, and
the support from the student body is
awesome to see after many months
of hard work. It's a popular event for
students, and I think that speaks to
the fun environment, the high quality
of the auctioneers, and the amazing
prizes up for bid."
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SBA Update By Mark Cox, GWSBA Correspondent
Senate's Fiscal Restraint Results in $5,000 Golden Egg...
The GW SBA Senate convened
Tuesday, February 28th at 8:05pm
in Lerner 301. Only fourteen of the
twenty-two elected representatives
were present, with six members vot
ing via proxy and two absent-a low
number, despite the repeated atten
tion drawn to the absenteeism prob
lem in this Senate.
The most important issue broached
by the Senate was the presence of
$5,294.99 in the SBA Senate's ad hoc
fund. Upon request from student or
ganizations, the Senate disburses ad
hoc funding throughout the school
year to facilitate networking events,
pro bono opportunities and enter
tainment. Fearing a budget shortfall
due to a reduced allocation of funds
from GW's Student Association, this
year's SBA Senate Finance Commit
tee began a practice of recommend
ing lower-than-requested amounts
for approval by the Senate.
The Senate has reduced funding
requests inconsistently, with some
groups losing 0-10% of a requested
allocation, and others losing as much
as 40%. Furthermore, groups that re
quested money later in the academic
year have fared considerably better
than those who made early requests.

For example, earlier in the meeting
the Senate allocated $2,000 for Law
Revue, $1894.69 for the Jewish Law
Student Association, and $4,050 for
Lambda Law-in each case, the full
amount requested by these student
groups. As these were the last ad hoc
requests the Senate expected to field
before the end of academic year, the
Finance Committee announced that
the remaining $5,294.99 in the ad
hoc funds were now up for grabs.
Senators divided sharply on who the
remaining funds should be allocated
to, and how to best notify student
groups of the opportunity to secure
more funding. One proposal brought
before the Senate was to specifically
contact groups whose allocations
were cut earlier in the year and give
them first opportunity to access the
funds. Many Senators, however, were
skeptical that these groups needed
the funds any more than others. Da
vid Glanton (1L-11) suggested that
if that were the case, the SBA would
have to check to see which groups
were actually experiencing budget
shortfalls, as opposed to those who
requested large totals but survived
just fine without it.
An alternative proposal advanced by

Holly Trogdon (Part-Time Division
and EVP-elect) would instead no
tify all student groups of additional
funding availability and encourage
them to 'make showings of_ need to
receive additional ad hoc disburse
ments. This proposal won support
from the majority of Senators, but
Giridhar Iyengar (Day Division) was
sharply critical of the plan. "This
happened because we were so criti
cal of requests," said Mr. Iyengar. "It
penalizes early groups and incentivizes late approaches." Nonetheless,
the Senate voted 17-4, with one ab
stention, to email all student groups
rather than only the groups that had
their requested allocations reduced.
The remainder of the evening was
spent in minor parliamentary ma
neuvers. The Senate voted 19-0, with
two abstentions, to abolish the Gavel
Club. Robert Russo (2L-Evening)
and Ms. Trogdon, the sponsors of
the motion, observed that the respon
sibilities of the Gavel Club, as out
lined in the Bylaws, were either "not
being accomplished, or being accom
plished by someone else." Outgoing
SBA President Nicholas Nikic was
present at the meeting and agreed
with the decision, noting that his ex
ecutive staff already accomplishes all

of the stated goals of the now-abol
ished Gavel Club.
The Senate also discussed a plan to
motivate use of the Outline Bank on
gwsba.com due to low participation
from students, and entertained using
some of the remaining ad hoc funds
to create raffle prizes awarded to stu
dents who submit outlines. However,
no official action was taken.
Also, in a first for this year's Senate,
a student who was neither a student
group representative nor a Nota Bene
correspondent attended the meeting.
Peter Glazer (a 1L) arrived to request
that the SBA offer more design op
tions in its annual business card sale.
The Senate and Mr. Nikic took note
of his concerns, but also took note of
the fact that Mr. Glazer waited pa
tiently for ninety minutes to voice his
request. Under current procedure,
the student community is allowed to
petition the Senate prior to adjourn
ment of meetings. Since students
rarely participate in this practice, it
was not until this meeting that the
Senate considered moving the com
munity comment portion of the
meeting to the front of the agenda.

..Closes Year With Uncomfortable Questions
The GW SBA Senate convened for
its last session of the 2011-2012 year
on Monday, March 19th. Only two
members were absent at the start of
the meeting, making it the best at
tended session since the beginning of
the year.

however, strive to keep you informed
promptly of any future develop
ments.

Eight different student groups came
before the SBA with ad hoc funding
requests during this final meeting. Af
ter allowing each group two minutes
Professor Todd Peterson opened the to outline their funding proposals,
meeting by providing the Senate with the Senate quickly cast unanimous
a rundown of his proposed changes voice votes on four of the smaller re
to the GW Law student life. Not quests. The Senate granted $250 to
ing that 52% of law students are de the Arab Law Student Association to
pressed by clinical standards, Profes finance a practitioner reception, $300
sor Peterson described his vision of to the Asian Pacific American Law
a future law school that would pair Student Association for a final elec
incoming 1L sections with a close, tion meeting and various spending
integrated network of professors, vo offsets, $113.60 to the National Secu
cational officers and alumni to foster rity Law Association for a final meet
an environment more conducive to ing and practitioners dinner, $500
student well-being and vocational de to the Student Intellectual Property
velopment. Professor Peterson seeks Law Association for a mentoring/
to end the "silo" like behavior of the networking event, and $280.16 to the
individual departments at the law George Washington Basketball As
school and create relationships be sociation for gym rental space and
tween students and faculty that will tournament security.
foster competence and autonomy. To
date, no law school has attempted to For the largt'r requests, the Senate en
implement such a system; Professor tered into spirited debate, aware that
Peterson has instead modeled his the final totals well surpassed the
proposals after several similar pro $3,851.23 remaining in the ad hoc
grams that have been implemented coffers. Kellen Russoniello, President
successfully in medical schools-most of GW's Students for Sensible Drug
notably, at Vanderbilt University. Policy (SSDP) chapter, requested
The Senate expressed enthusiastic $2,127 to finance flights, hotels and
support for his proposals and several registration .costs for three members
senators volunteered to participate in attending a national drug law confer
the program, including outgoing 3L ence in Colorado. Anthony Kuhn ap
graduates. The Nota Bene notes that peared on behalf of the Iraq Refugee
these planned implementations are Assistance Project (IRAP) to request
still in the proposal phase. We will, $1,400 to send two students to Beirut

to train with IRAP attorneys abroad $1584.23 to ILS. These amounts
for three weeks. Finally, several mem were approved by a vote of 11-9, an
bers of the International Law Soci unusually close split for a Senate that
ety (ILS) appeared to request $4,000 often votes with general uniformity.
in ad hoc funding to send "two or
three" students to St. Petersburg for Samantha Ames also appeared be
an international law conference.
fore the Senate to request an official
endorsement from the SBA Senate
In light of the sizable requests and for a proposed hate group policy.
the lack of available funds, the Sen The proposed policy would require
ate scrutinized these groups sharply; that any organization designated as
for instance, several senators criti a "hate group" by either the South
cized ILS for coming forward two ern Poverty Law Center or the Antimonths before their planned travel Defamation League be designated
date, while others noted that IRAP's as such in all university advertising.
requests were relatively conservative Designated groups would also be
in that they only requested airfare required to provide extra security at
and not lodging, registration, and their events. The Senate debated the
local transportation expenses. Sena issue contentiously, with elegant ar
tors offered creative proposals for the guments presented from both sides.
equitable distribution of funds. A.J. Ms. Ames's belief, shared by sev
Sutton (1L-15) proposed a scheme eral senators, is that the proposal
wherein groups would receive a cut will counteract the discordant mes
from the remaining ad hoc funds sage sent by groups with innocuous
proportional to the size of their re names such as the notorious "Fam
quests. Holly Trogdon (2L-Evening) ily Research Council," an anti-gay
proposed giving an equal cut of the group known for "push[ing] false
remaining funds to every individual accusations linking gay men to pedo
student requesting funds-approxi- philia." Brad Ham (2L-Day) strongly
mately $481 per person. However, it opposed the policy, citing the "hate
was Kyle Singhal's (lL-Evening) pro group" designation as "too strong"
posal that won a majority of support. and likely to suppress debate. David
The proposal was the product of ne Glanton (1L-11) agreed, stating that
gotiations between the Senators and he didn't "need someone else to tell
the persons requesting ad hoc funds. me what 'hate speech' is." Ultimate
It attempts to favor those groups that ly, t he Senate endorsed the proposal
have already made significant finan with a vote of 13-5. A motion to re
cial commitments or have support tract this endorsement is scheduled
coming from outside sources. Mr. for the first session of the incoming
Singhal's plan ultimately allocated 2012-13 Senate.
$400 to IRAP, $1867 to SSDP and
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Continued from the Front...
Federal Reserve, continued...
...nothing short of catastrophic. Pur
chasing eggs from Trader Joe's by
MasterCard or Visa, for instance,
would mean paying exorbitant in
terest fees come the end of the
month. Buying that first Toyota af
ter graduation would mean putting
up a huge down payment and fac
ing steep monthly installments. And
while tuition costs to attend gradu
ate schools are already through the
roof, Quantitative Easing relieved
students from coughing up far more
than the current 6.8% interest rate
on federal student loans. All in all,
the Fed has assured students along
with other members of the popula
tion that borrowing on credit will re

main cheap—at least until the wan
ing days of 2014.
But as always, there is a downside
to drinking the Kool-Aid. It has long
been known that if left unchecked,
inflation (the rise in the price of
goods and services) can lead to the
loss of significant purchasing power.
The money that the Fed used to help
the banks cut their losses didn't just
come out of thin air. Ben Bernanke
and the high priests at the Fed have
been printing dollars to make toxic
securities purchases ever since the
2008 crash. Professor Wilmarth
points out that, thanks to the Fed,
"US banks are currently sitting on

Good Bye and Good Luck, continued..
...heart, as I did, then it is the task of
this newspaper to wrap our coverage
around an idea or a concept of what
is the GW Law community.
In a large and diverse school such as
ours-counting all students, faculty,
adjunct faculty and staff we total
over twenty-five hundred intelligent
individuals from all walks-an easily
quotable definition of our commu
nity may prove to be elusive. Can one
newspaper be all things to all people?
It can try, but it will only approach
success if it can draw in the diversity
of voices and interests to write and
comment about whatever they find
most interesting.
The challenge is that everyone would
like to see someone else recognize
and write about the things that they
are doing, but they perceive them
selves (perhaps accurately) as be
ing too busy to pay it forward. Nota
Bene writers are stalwart members
of the community and often put for
ward such stories with no quid pro
quo expectations, but the more stu
dents who will write one story about
their activities or their friend's activi
ties for publication, the more we can

educate each other and the world
about the amazing things that hap
pen at the law school.
With an online presence Nota Bene
can even serve as platform for pho
tos of student events, ads for up
coming events, and the beginning
of a legal blogging career for savvy
students. The legal landscape is not
only changing~in many ways it has
changed. Perhaps with faculty guid
ance or support, I suggest it is time
for GW Law students to take up se

rious blogging about the law. Shortformat, sharp legal summaries and
commentaries are where law firms
market their legal know-how and
where our own faculty demonstrate
their intellectual prowess. With an
outlet like Nota Bene and, should
they be so good as to give it, guid
ance from the faculty, GW Law stu
dents could get a jump on that skill.
But those concerns are now for an
other Editor-in-Chief in the year to
come. At present my last duty is to
sum up.
I could reflect at length on what

over $1 trillion of un-invested cash
because no one knows where the de
mand is going to be." Indeed, banks
have largely been unable to unload
their large cash reserves because
of low consumer demand for real
estate and commodities. Professor
Wilmarth warns that as the econo
my improves and more people such
as graduating students get jobs, con
sumer demand will rise. This in turn
will lead cash-rich banks and cor
porations to chase after those with
disposable income. With an increase
in consumer demand, prices in the
housing and commodities sectors
will rise, giving the green light for
inflation. Faced with a surging infla
tion, those living on fixed incomes,
particularly pensioners and federal

has happened in Volume 26 of Nota
Bene, but I believe this year's cover
age speaks for itself. The one thing
I would say is an honest thank you
to the editorial board and staff writ
ers all with their own style, opinions,
and ideas. The GW Law Community
should know that this year the Nota
Bene editorial board cut funding for
staff. For the past several years all
writers received base
compensation for in
dividual articles, and
editors received funds
for their editorial work.
Faced with a budget cut

and state employees, will suffer the
most.
The dark side to Quantitative Easing
certainly demonstrates that there is
no such thing as a free lunch. What
will happen once the Fed releases its
hold on its low-interest rate policy is
purely speculative. Students going
out into the real world after gradu
ation should be aware, however, that
the danger of inflation clearly lurks
beyond the horizon of cheap credit.
Quantitative Easing may have solved
our worries today, but as tomorrow s
workforce, students should consider
their options wisely. Borrowing lots
today may seem like a good idea. But
paying tomorrow can be an expen
sive nightmare.

my role to this year's intrepid News
Editor, Alex Giannattasio. The 20122013 board is larger than this year's
board and full of ideas for improve
ments. I wish them well on what I
am sure will be a year that provides
yet more and of course better cover
age, reporting, and success. Excelsior.

in half so that money
could be allocated to

other student groups,
this year's newspaper
chose to cut its own re
muneration and an in
dividual staff member
donated all the work
and funds to develop
our new web site. Nota
Bene writers have in
deed proven themselves
stalwart.
As of this issue, the
reins of Nota Bene
have been handed off
to a fantastic new edito
rial board, and I hand
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